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SUMMARY

The first stage o( the Swiss 420 kV system has been put in operation
fall 1964 and at this occasion performance tests and various rneasurements
have been carried out. In this report a description o( the 420 kV
system and the 220 kV (eeding system is given including the data o(
the line, trans(ormers, etc. Several tests are described where the switch
ing surges were measured lOhen charging and dropping an unloaded
line. To (eed the line the 220 kV system, two generators and (our
generators o( the Tavanasa power station were used. The highest
transient and power-(requency overvoltages have to be expected lOhen
two generators are employed. In the normal operation (our generators
are employed and (or this condition the overvoltages stay well below the
rating o( the lightning arresters and their sparkover voltage respec
tively.

For one particular case the line voltages and currents have been calculat
ed by a digital computer program and reasonable agreement with the
measurement could be obtained although (urther work is required to
improve the theory ernployed.
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REPORT

1. DESCRIPTION OF THE 420 KV TRANSMISSION
SYSTEM TAVANASA-SILS-BREITE

In 1964 the first Swiss 420 kV transmission line has been put in
operation. lt connects the hydraulic power plants in the Alps with
the load areas in the flat part in the North 01' Switzerland. It was
not because 01' lhe length 01' the transmission distance that a voltage
01' 420 kV has been chosen but because 01' the shortage 01' sufficient
possibilities to run transmission lines in the alpine valleys and through
heavily populated areas in the flat part 01' the country. Besides that
the energy exchange between Switzerland and lhe
countries will be carried out more and more on the level 01' !~20

in the future. In 1965 already the Swiss and the German @O kV
grid have been interconnected.

Figure 1 shows the schematic 01' the transmission system
consideration. The line consists 01' two circuits both insulated for
!~20 kV but one 01' them is temporarily still operated at 220 kV. The
line has horizontally arranged two-conductor bundles composed
stranded Aldrey-conductors 01' 600 mrn2 cross seetion each. The
pension consists 01' a chain 01' 4.53 m length composed 01' four
type suspension insulators with 0.95 m length amI 9 sheds each.

The characteristics of the insulation of the 420 kV system are:

Maximum rated voltage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . @O kV
Coefficient 01' earthing 0.8
Power frequency withstand voltage 680 kV (dry and wet)

Impulse withstand voltage 1appar~tus . . . .. 1 550 kV crest
open dlsconnects 1 780 kV crest

750 kY
900 kY crest
970 kY crest

10 kA

Lightning arresters are placed elose to the transformers having
following rating:

Power frequency sparkover voltage .
:[00 % impulse sparkover voltage .
Rated impulse protective level .
Nominal discharge current .

Rod gaps are installed on the line with arated power-frequency
sparkover voltage of 080 kV (line to earth) and a 50 % impulse spar
kover voltage of 1 200-1 300 kY crest. Before putting this transmission
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line in operation a comprehensive test and measuring program has
been carried out in order to determine its characteristics and beha
viour. The operating parameters measured by the Material Testing
Seetion of the Swiss Institute of Electrical Engineers (S.E. V.) are shown
in table 1. Table II and III contain the data of the transformers and
generators.

TABLE I.

Transmission line characteristics.

Length of line Tavanasa-Bonaduz-Breite: 28 + 113 = 141 km.

Impedance at 50 Hz

Positive sequcIlce (values per phase) :

Inductance 1,06 mH/km .
Capacitance 11,9 nF/km .
Resistance .

Zero sequence (va1ues per phase) ;
Inductance 3,45 mH/km .
Capacitance 6,55 nF/km .
Resistance .

Per km

0.332 O/km
267 kO/km
0.031 O/km

1.08 O/km
1,87 kO/km
0.21 O/km

Total

46.80
18940

4.40

1520
34500

290

Charging current and reactive power at 420 kV: 126 A, 93 MVX.

TABLE II.

Characteristics of the transfornwl·s.

(Values valid for central tap of the regulating poles.)

Raled voltage .
Rated po ,ver .
Conllectiou .

Breite Tavanasa

U, U. U, U, U2 Ua

1100/113 242/,/3 16 kjA 410/,/3 2118/,/3
!2

2
x

13
600 600 120 1.00 280
star stal' delta 5 star st<1r delta

Jmpcdanec . U, - U2 : 8.52 % ;
lJ 2 -- U. : 5.1.8 %;
lJ, -11. : 7.72 0;',.

lJ, - u2 : 6.11 %;
11 2 - v.: 8.1~ % ;
V, - V. : 11.8 %.

Design: Single phase, main and rcgulating poles separCLted, the
poles are autotransformers.

The field tests on switching surges were made on the line
Tavanasa-Bonaduz-Breite and were carried out 11y the High
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Research Committee (F.K.H.) of the Swiss Institute of Electrical
Engineers (S.E. V.). The test program consisted mainly of charging
and dropping the line under noload, load shedding and short
circuit tests. The line was fed either by two or four generators of the
Tavanasa plant or by the 220 kV grid.

TABLE IH.

Characteristics o( the generators o( the Tavanasa power station.

Rated power: 60 MVA ; Number of units: 4; H.ated voltage: 13,5 kV.
The per unit reactances and time constants:

:J'd = 1.28 p.ll.
:1:" = 0.83 p.ll.
XI = 0.196 p.ll.

x' d = 0.33 p.ll.
Xf/d = 0.23 p.ll.
:J/f q = 0.32 p.ll.

1'd = 1.7 s
1'/f = 0.03 S
1'/1 = 0.045 s
H = 2.28 s

In the following some tests on switching surges will be discussed
in more detail.

2. SWITCHING SURGES MEASURED ON THE
TAVANASA-BREITE LINE

2.1. Summary of the tests.-Of the tests carried out the charging
and dropping ofthe line Tavanasa-Breite under noload (Fig. 1) together
with the rapid reopening after 0,1 s will be dealt with in particular.
The surge tests undertaken with an unloaded transformer connected
to the receiving end of the line are more special cases of theoretical
interest.

TABLE IV.

Switching the unloaded line Numher of switching kron
1'avanasa-Breite with the 420 kV

sequences

circuit-brcaker in 1'avanasa On ~I On-off On Off

Fed by 2 generators ................... 9 8 - 2.21 < 1.2
Fed by 4 generators ................... 4 4 5 2.02 < 1.2
[,'cd from 220 kV system ................ 12 12 22 2.0 < 1.2

Switching of the 1'avanasa-Breite
line with the unloaded transformcr

connected at the receiving end

Fey by 4 generators .................... 4 4 2.17 1.5
Fed from 220 kV system ................ 5 5 1.49 1.57
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Table IV shows the number 01' rneasurements made and the .LU,.LAIIUt.llll

overvoltages obtained in addition to the related circuit CO]oJi!;Ul·atl,ons.
The overvoltage factors k refers to the peak value 01' the voltage bel;WElcn
phase and earth at 50 Hz bcfore the switching operation.

2.2. Test arrangement.-The h.v. circuit-breakers
today enable lines to be switched off without the risk 01' restriking
that a cathodc-ray oscillograph (C.R.O.) measurement could be dl~:pe:ns~

cd with 1'01' checking thc breaker and the behaviour 01' the line.
galvanometer-type oscillograph (G.O.) connected diretly to the CUlTellt
anel potential transformers made a simple arrangement
additional divielers possible. The accuracy 01' the output 01' the
tial transforrners was specially investigated eluring dropping
When charging the line the measurernent accuracy is more
lirnitcd by the G.O. (limiting frequency about 5 kIlz) rather than
the potential transformer. A h.f. transmission link enabled a G
to Le connected both at the sending amI at the receiving end 01' the
to record the switching phenomena.

2.3. Conclusions drawn from the tests.-a).
sending end. Ci) Charging the line. The unloaded TaVallaSa-13re:ite
line requires the appreciable charging power 01' 93 MVar at a
01' 4,20 kV. The 220 kV system will only slightly be affected
such a capacitive load is connected to it. If however the Tavana~,a

generators alone have to consume this reactive power this can
in a considerable increase 01' the line voItage. One generator
the line resuIts in fast self-excitation, two generators can m;üntajn
staLle line voltage due to the voltage regulator action.

In discussing overvoltages' it is general praeticc to distinguish
risc 01' thc 50 Hz component and the transicnt component. The
in the 50 Hz voltage can be calculated from the system 01' gelDer'ale)!'
inductancc and the line capacitancc.

In accordancc with thc short-circuit power of 2,7 erVA of the
system in Tavanansa, the voltage on the 4,20 k V side 01' the tramsfOl'ml3r,
rises Ly about 0 % whcn the unloaded line is charged up (measurcd
calculated) .

When the generators alone charge the line the
overvoltage is detcrmined by the transient reactance the sulM,lIlt
sient phcnomena have died out. The influence of the voltage re!;ulat()l'
is not noticcable during the first few cycles.

The results 01' thc tests with 2 amI ,~ generators are
summarized in Figllre 2. The rise in the 50 Hz voltage the
mutTI voltage peaks are givcn as relative values 01' the 00 Hz peak
values between phase and oarth hefore the switching operation.
point~ Sand T in Figure 2 represent the 50 Hz voltage increases calculat7
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cd from the line capacitance ami the suhtransient (S) and transicnt (T)
generator reactanee. It was found that thc value measured after
about 3 eycles, i.e. when the transient phenomena have died out,
already eorresponds to the rise due to the transient reactance.

The measurement of the inerease in the 50 Hz voltage reveals a eonsi
derable dependence on the voltage level. The reduction in this rise
with inercasing voltage (or inereasing eurrent) ,!is eaused by saturation
as it occurs in the leakage paths of hoth stator and rotor.
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Fm. 2.-Charging the unloaded line Tavanasa-Breite.
A. Fed hy 2 generators.-B. Fed hy 4 generators.

Measured: - increase of the 50 Hz voltage;
x overvoltage factors;

Caleulated: S sllhtransient increase of the 50 Hz voltage;
T transient increase of 50 Hz voltage.

This increase of thc 150 Hz voUage is straightforward . The transient
phenomenon heginning immediately after closing of the first hreaker
eontaet is less easy to oversee. The following effeets are involved
here:

- The transients in the generators are damped by the solid iron poles
(no damper winding present).
- The three breaker poles do not close simultaneously, henee the three
natural modes [1, 2J are exeited by the first eontaet to close. Onee
aU the poles have closed the modes oseillate at their natural frequencies,
in particular the zero system mode (mode 3 aeeording to [1]) energized
by the staggered closing of the contaets. The probability that these
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first amplitudes of the oseillations of the various frequeneies eaused
by this uneven closing of the eontaets eoineide is very slight.

- The damping espeeially that of the zero system mode must be
into aeeount. With inereasing frequeney the ground-return
tanee of the line rises almost proportional1y with the frequeney.

c

FIG. 3.-Examples oi oscillograms taken hy charging the unloaded line
Tavanasa-Breite in Tavanasa.

A. Fed by 2 generators: kT = 2.21.
B. Fed by /1 generators: kR = 1.71.
C. Fed from 220 kV system: kT = 2.O.

Scale: UR, Us, UT: 300 kVIE; iR, is, iT: 225 AlE.
E is given as unit on the figure below, left side.

When the line is eharged up from two generators a maximum
voltage faetor k of 2.21 was measured meaning that a peak of 760
(line to earth) would be obtained if the voltage at the lI.V. side of
transformer before elosing the breaker is !~20 kV (r.m.s.). This
lies weH under the sparkover voltage of the lightning arrester of 900
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(protective level 970 kV) and the withstand level 01' the transformers
01' 1550 kV.

Oscillograms A to C in Figure 3 show three examples 01' oscillograms
taken.

(ii) Dropping the line. A short discussion should suffice 1'01' explain
ing the general behaviour 01' the voltage after dropping the line by means
01' a restrike free circuit-breaker. The measurement with the aid 01'
the potential transformer then requires elose attention with regard
to the accuracy 01' its output.

JVIeasurements carried out on a line in Canada [3J revealed that the
discharging time constant 01' an overhead line without potential trans
formers amounts to several seconds. Since the breaker poles do not
open simultaneously the line voltage 01' the first phase to clear can rise
above the peak value 01' the supply voltage.

In a rough calculation the maximum possible overvoltage factor k
when dropping the line ean be determined, assuming that eaeh breaker
pole interrupts the eurrent at the voltage maximum, 01' as the eurrent
passes through zero. The ratio 01' the mutual eapaeitanee Ca to the
earth eapaeitanee CE (partial eapaeitanees) 01' the line needed 1'01' this
ealculation averages 0.25, typical 1'01' this line with earth wire.

If the first phase clears at the peak value the sum 01' the voltages
in the two other phases ehanges by U' = U eos 60° until the nBxt
peak value is reaehed. The voltage rise LlU1 in the first phase eoupled
through the partial eapaeitanees is then:

AU U' CG ' 1 U
'-' 1 = "-(,,,--,-c- = 1" .

" -G -t- E ""

The voltage in the third phase ehanges again by U' = U eos 60°
until interrupted. The further voltage inerease in the first phase is
then:

Ey this theory therefore the total voltage rise in the first phase to
clear amounts to:

LlUtotal = 0,18 U.

Which corresponds to an overvoltage factor 01' k = 1.18.
In the eases evaluated however, this value was not quite attained

since the breaker often interrupts the current before the passage through
zero, i.e. the voltage does not quite reacb the fuH 50 Hz peak.

If an inductive load is availahle at some place along the line, e.g.
potential 01' power transformers, then tbe lille capacitance can be
discbarged. Together with the inductance 01' the transforrner this
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produees an oseillation of a few eycles. Beeause of this low frequeney
the diseharge eurrent rises weIl above thesaturation level of the trans
former. Sinee the effeetive inductanee is thus deereased the line volt
age ehanges rapidly as Figure 4 shows.

In the test earried out the potential transformer at the sending
end of the line whieh diseharges it as deseribed above is also eonneeted
to the G.O. The question arises now if the voltage measured by the
G.O. is a repliea of the line voltage. In order to clarify this point
line voltage was measured in Breite parallel to a potential tra,nsformE~r

by means of a eapaeitive divider and a C.R.O. The measured
are eompared in Figure 4, with the following result:

The eurve of the low-frequeney oseillation is eorreet as far as
peak value of the voltage is eoneerned. The fast ehangeover when the

Us

Ur
:;;;>'...

FIG. ll.-Dropping the unloaded line Tavanasa-Breite in Breite.
Comparison: -- measurement by means of a eapacitive divider and a C.R.O.

measurement by means of a potential transformator and a GO.
1. 2, 3 instants of opening the breaker poles.

saturation of the transformer is reaehed, Le. both the sudden inc:re:'lse
before and the overshoot after the ehangeover is not eorreetly reTlrodUi~

ed by the potential transformer. The general behaviour, eSTleelaLly
the subsequent deereasing peak voltage values, ean be eOJrredly
from the G.O. measurement. As evident from Figure !~, the
former very quiekly damps the voltage swings due to its
tanee. The phase T shows the deseribed rise in voltage after int.erlrnTI

tion of the first phase, the value k = t.2 not being reaehed.

(iii) Switching on-off and off-on.-In an other test the
was closed anel after O. t sec it was opened again. Sinee the tNlllS,leIlt
phenomenon has already died out after 3 eycles these switehing
tions do not reveal anything new. These ean therefore be re~!;aI'ded

as separate on and off sequenees.
Switehing off-on eould be a more serious ease if the line is not

eharged fast enough. However, the tests showed that the line is
tieally discharged after f:) eycles as Figure 4 shows and hence char~~ing

the line anew would not lead to any higher overvoltages.
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b. Voltages at the receiving end of an unloaded line.-If a voltage
at a given frequency is maintained at the sending end of an unloaded
line it appears at the receiving end with a higher amplitude. This
can easily be calculated from the line equations being referred to in
the literature as the Ferranti effect.

This voltage rise for the Tavanasa-Breite line is rcpresented in
Figure a as a function of the frequency. The curve 1 shows the
behaviour for an ideaHy undamped line (line and earth resistance = 0) ;
curve 2 takes the earth-return into account being valid for homo-

2,0 J----+--+-----.Jf---+-

1,8

1.4

1,2

100

Fm. 5.-Calculated Ferranti effect in function of the frequency for the
Tavanasa-Breite line (1110 km).

1 increase of the undamped modes (line and earth resistance = 0).
2 increase of the zero mode with earth-retllrn (x measured value).

polar oscillations. The calculation agrees quite weH with reality as
demonstrated in Figure a. The voltage rise for the transient oscilla
tions of the natural modes of the system should lie betwcen these two
curves.

The explanation why the damped system, i.e. taking the ground as
the return path has such a pronounced Ferranti effect is duetothehigher
inductance of the earth-return, hence to the lower speed of wave
propagation. This inHuence is equivalent to having a longer line
and appears to be considerably stronger than that of the damping.

Figure a shows that the voltage rise (Ferranti effect) for the aO Hz
voltage of the Tavanasa-Breite line is in the order of one percent.
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This is bowever virtually the same as the measurement aceuracy
the G.O. reading.

Depeneling on the type of tbe feeding system the transient phell()IYlI~

non has various frequencies, these cause higher overvoltages at
recei ving end than were found at the sending end. Details can
taken 1'rom Table V.

TABLE V.

Feedillg
system

k1IDax

reeeiving
end

k2 max

sending
end

Frequeneies r(eis) 11-
(K, !f{2)ma<

Zero- I Other (*)
mode modes ",",im"",

--------- )-----1-----)-----1- ----1----

2 generators ........... 2.113 2.21 197 98 1.1
!) ge Tl era tors ............ 2.36 2.02 2118 131) 1.2
220 kV system ........ : . 2.18 2 280 1.22

It has to be noteel that the zero mode due to the ltigber natural
queney and its lower wave velocity has a higher voltage rise at
receiving end of the line resulting in a higher overvoltage

The lower frequencies when the line is discharged lead to no
rable voltage clifference hetvveen Tavanasa and Breite.

3. SWITCHING SURGES COMPUTED
AND COMPARED WITH THE FIELD TEST

3.1. General remarks.-The field tests carried out in
test series which have been discussed in the foregoing chapters
themselves to a comparison with computed switching surges.
the theories and assumptions empIoyed in the computation can
checked amI improved if necessary.

As a test case the charging of the unloaded line Tasa.na.sa·-H()ll(ldllZ
Breite 140 km in lengtll by four generators of the Tavanasa power
tion (oseillogram B 01' Fiy. 3) has been selected. Neither in the
tion Bonaduz nor in the Breite station any additionallines or apparaltu~

besides instrument transformers were eonnected.
The surges in eurrent and voltages were eomputed over a

of time of 40 ms and directly compared with the measured
For this purpose the voltages and the eurrents from oscillogram B
Figure 3 were enlarged and replotted such that a convenient cOlmrlari
son was possible. In the analysis of the computeel anel

(*) Mode 2 and 3 aceording to [1].
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results special emphasis is placed on the agreement 01' the appearing
frequencies, amplitueles anel the damping 01' the various components.

3.2. The fundamentals employed in the computation.
The test case consielereel can be reeluceel to a case where one generator
feeels an unloadeel three phase line if the generators and transformers
01' the power station are converted into an equivalent generator.
The transients in a synchronous machine are most conveniently treateel
by the two-reaction theory [4J and the transients on a three-phase line
by the methoel 01' Schnyder-Bergeron [2J. Details 01' the theoretical
background 01' the computation and the digital program used can be
found in appendix A and B.

3.3. Data used for the computation.

Generator data.-See Table III. In the direct axis saturation 01'
the air gap flux has been included.

Transformer data. - From Table II the short circuit reactance bet
ween 1. V. and H.V. side is equal to 11.8 % referreel to 2 X 60 MVA
being valid for the positive anel negative sequence system. Due to
the delta-star connection the same value applies to the zero sequence
system. The magnetizing reactance has been neglecteel.

Line data.-From Table I the characteristics below can bo taken:

Positive sequence Zero sequence

Surge impedance Z = 298.50 Zo = 7250
Velocity of wave propagation IV = 282 000 kmjs Vo= 211 OOOkmjs

Tho resistances are as inelicated in Table I.

Initial state and sequence of closing of the breaker contacts.-In
th(' test case considcreel (oscillogram B 01' Fig. 3) the steaely state volt
age at the H. V. siele 01' the transformer before closing 01' the breaker
contacts equals 323/13 kV phase to earth or 0,769 p.u. referreel to
4.20IV3 kV. The closing 01' the breaker contact in phase b takes piace
!~,58 ms after the positive crest 01' tho voltage in phase a on the generator
siele 01' the breaker. The breaker contacts 01' phase a anel c elose
3,35 ms and 5,50 ms later.

3.4. Comparison of measured and computed results.
Both measureel amI computeel line voltagcs anel line currents at tho
breaker location in Tavanasa are plotted in Hgure 6.
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There is general agreement hetween rneasurement aml eomputafion
althollgh appreciable deviations ean be notieed wifhin the first ten
milliseconds. Before going into details 1'01' fhe reasons 01' the dis
crepancies the results are discllsseel from various viewpoints as
indieated in Tahle VI.

'fABLE VI.

Agreement 01' 1Iwusured und compuled results us to
vurious clwmcterislies 01' lhe switching surge.

---------------

Agreement

Fundamental com ponent. .
Frequency of nattlral modes .
Amplitudes 01" nalliral modes .
Damping of natural modes .

very good
very good

pOOl'
good

The fundamental components 01' voltage and current agree quite
well within the Lime interval uneler consideration. The same is true
1'01' the frequencies 01' fhe natural modes. Considerable deviations
appeal' in the amplitudes 01' the natural müdes whieh are quite nüti
ceahle in lhe eurrents. In the currents the zero system mode is domi
nant and it is Lo say that this mode is excited by the delayed closing
01' the hreaker contacts. Since the ratio 01' current and voltage ampli
tudes at the beginning 01' the surge in the computation and in the
test is about the same which means that the line representation is right,
the rcason for the appearance 01' these enlarged amplitudes mllst be
sought in the generator represenlation. As long as not all breaker
contacts are closed the generator is unsymmetrically loaded. It has
solid iron poles and no damper windings. In the present computer
program one equivalent damper winding in the direct axis is used to
represent the damping etfect of the solid iron. It is quite well known
tImt one equivalent damper winding is not sufficient to reproduce the
same effects as the solid iron in the generator especially when a negative
seqllence component appears as it is the oase 1'01' the unsymmetrical
load. The cliserepanoies of measurement anel computation are proba
bly Lo a large portion dlle to this insufIicieney of the generator repre
sentation and the nonsimllltaneous dosing of the hreaker contaets
exeiting a zero system mode. It might very \veU he that other cases
where an almost simultaneous closing 01' the hreaker eontacts takes
place woulcl give hetter agreement with the same computer program
since the unsymmetry in the generator does not appeal' there.

This observation 01' the appearance 01' a dominant zero system is
quite important since in the system representation the zero system is
quite often neglecfed 01' treated with less eare.
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The damping of the natural modes was reproduced quite weH by
the computation although the equivalent circuits for the skineffect
in the conductors ami for the ground return [5J were rather rough.
A further improvement can be expected when the equivalent circuits
are matched to the exact characteristics.

lt has to be noted also that the computation is based on ideal symme
try ,vhü;h is not the case for the Tavanasa-Breite line.

CONCLUSIONS

The tests performed at the 420 kV line Tavanasa-Breite show that
transient overvoltages appear practicaHy only when the line is charged.
They are highest when 2 X 60 MVA generators feed the line. A maxi
mum peak voltage of 760 kV corresponding to an overvoltage factor of
k = 2.21 would be obtained for this case if the voltage before closing
the beaker is 420 kV line-to-line. For this case the sparkover voltage
of the lightning arrester being 900 kV for the impulse is not reached.
Under normal conditions four generators are employed and for this
case the po,ver frequency overvoltage during charging the line stays
weH below the rating of the arrester indicating that the coordination
of the insulation is adequate.

The dropping of the line is harmless as long as the breakers do not
restrike. Magnetic-type potential transformers very quickly discharge
the line after opening the breaker.

It is interesting to note that the transients on the line die out rather
quickly and that the voltages and currents with power-frequency
heing determined by the transient reactance of the generator and the
line capacitance are reached a few cycles after closing the breaker.

The computation of the phase voltages and currents for the parti
cular case where the line is charged hy four generators of the Tavanasa
power station shows reasonable agreement with the field test besides
the initial amplitudes of current and voltage. The frequency and the
damping of the natural modes are weH reproduced. For the damping
due to the conductors and the ground-return at higher frequencies
equivalent circuits were introduced.

APPENDIX A

Fundamentals (or thecalculation o(transients in synchronous rnachines
and on three phase transmission lines as used in the present computation.

The fundamentals and assumptions for the calculation of transients
in systems where a synchronous machine is connected to a three phase
transmission line are represented here as they were used in the digital
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program which served as a means to cornpute the switching surges
shown in this report. The digital program which is also adaptable
to compute various fault cases in this machine-line system is described
in appendix B.

1. The synchrononsmachine.-For the calculation 01' transients
in the synchronous machine the two-reaction theory is best employed
i1' the Jlux and ampere-turn distribution in the air-gap can be assumed
sinusoidal. For the present case it is assumed that the damping 01'
the solid iron pols as well as that 01' damper bars can be represented
by a single equivalent damper winding in each 01' the two axes.
According to the two-reaction theory the equivalent synchronous ma
clüne employed here has three windings in the direct axis and two in
the quadrature axis [!~J. 1'0 take saturation 01' the air gap fIux into
account a nonlinear relationship fd = f(atd) (noload characteristic)
in the direct axis is introduced where fd is the fIux linkage in the direct
axis being comrnon to a11 three windings and atd are the ampere
turns exciting this flux. A dependence 01' the reactances on the cur
rents as it was noticed in the tests described in this report has not
been considered.

The machine data given in Table 3 are sufficient according to the theo
ry used to caleulate a11 time constants, leakage coefficients, etc., neces
sary and tlms to compute the transients.

2. The excitation system.--The dynamic behaviour 01' the exciter
and the voltage regulator is described by a system 01' dilIerential equa
tions. Nonlinearities amI amplitude limits can be present. For
thc prescnt case the inductancc and resistance 01' the armature 01' the
exeiter was taken into account, the voltage regulator was neglected
since the exci ter electromotive force did not change within the time
interval considered here.

3. The transformers at the sendinr; end.-The transformer reaetance
in the positive amI negative sequenee system was combined with the
reactances 01' the generators such that an equivalent generator was
formed. The reactance 01' the zero sequence system being earthed on
one side due to the delta-star connection was considered separatcly.

ij,. The three-phase transmission line.-The three-phase transmission
line as it was treated here has been eonsidered as ideaJly symmetrieal.
lIence, the transients can be ealculated on three independent equivalent
systems corresponding to the natural modes [1, 2J after an appropriate
transformation is introduced. Specifically, the line was trans1'ormed
into its (x, ß and O-system. For these systems surge impedances
and wave veloeities were given. The method 01' Schnyder-Bergeron [2J
was used to compute the transients. This method does not allow to
take line resistance, skinefrect and ground return into account in a
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straightforward maHner since lumped elements can be inserted along
tile line only.

Here these lumped elements were chosen such that their frequency
characteristics approximate that 01' the conductors including the
skineffect and that 01' the ground return [5J. They consist 01' resistances
and inductances in parallel.

The closing 01' the breaker contacts heing non-simultaneous in the
three phases can be easily treated in the IX, ß, O-system.

APPENDIX B

.4 digital program to eompute tmnsients on a maehine-tmnsmission
line system.

Since the charging 01' an unloaded transmission line hy a SYI1Chr0110lIlS
machine and various disturbances on this system are quite common
practice and hence 01' particular interest, a digital program was
up to compute the switching surges in this configuration. The
program is hased on the fundamentals in appendix A.

It can be applied to a straight three phase transmission line C0I1SÜ;tirl/li
01' live lossless line sections which are connected by lumped CirculltS.
These lumped circuits can be adapted to represent various :l.nn:l.r~t,lIs

1ine resistance, damping elements (skineffect), ground return, etc.,
by subroutines. The transmission line is fed by a synchronous
rator over a transformer. To account for saturation in the /liellerato,r
the noload characteristic may be given in a straight line appr()Xlm,Üll)n.
Allowance is made for the system of differential equations deiscribimg
the excitation system. Since saturation in the direct axis has
included only this program is mainly valid for salient pole generators
but it can be used for round rotor generators as weH taking a
illaccuracy into account.

The following operating and fault conditions can be treated
this program:

(a) Charging 01' an unloaded line which may be precharged.
breaker may be located in any pIace along the line. The closing
the three breaker contacts may be delayed.

(b) Load dropping in any location along the line.

(e) Clearing of a three phase short-circuit in any location along
line.

The specialities 01' this program lie in the fact that the line repre
sentation is three phase and that the machine representation in
axes includes damper windings, the excitation system and saturation.
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The computational methods employed in the program are the one by
Euler-Cauchy for the system 01' ordinary differential equations and
the Bergeron method for the partial eli rferential cquations of the
transmission line. Lumpcd elements inserted in the line (resistances,
transformers, etc.) are treated hy modification [2J.

The digital program was set up for the Siemens 2002 computer of
the Brown Boveri computation center in Baden.
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